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1) Self-Organization

system - a group of interacting pay
distinguishable from its surroundin
boundaries. 

system property - the resultant
the collective properties of the par
than the sum of its parts”)p )

organization - the arrangement 
specific functionspecific function

external organization - system
facto

self organization - evolution
form in t

arts functioning as a whole and 
ngs (environment) by recognizable 

t system no longer solely exhibits 
rts themselves (“the whole is more 

of selected parts so as to promote a 

m organization imposed by external 
ors
n of a system into an organized 
the absence of external constraints.



Can things self-organize ?

Yes, any system that takes a form y y
(by walls, machines or forces) can

e.g. crystallization, fish schoog y ,
economies, planets, galaxies, 

Properties:p

- absence of centralized contr
- multiple equillibria (possiblep q (p
- global order (emergence fro
- redundancy (insensitive to d
- self-maintenance (repair)( p )
- complexity (multiple param
- hierarchies (multiple self-or

that is not imposed from outside p
n be said to self-organize

oling, brain, organism structures,g, , g ,
universe

rol (competition)
e attractors))
m local interactions)

damage)

eters)
ganized levels) 



What is an attractor?

A f d iti f thA preferred position for the sy
started from another state it w
attractor, and will then stay th, y
factors. 

Examples:
point (e g swinging- point (e.g. swinging 

- path (e.g. a planetary
- series of states (e.g. t

Studying self-organization is 
attractors of the system; a comattractors of the system; a com
attractors and these can alter w
interconnections;

t h th t if th t iystem, such that if the system is 
will evolve until it arrives at the 
here in the absence of other 

pendulum)pendulum)
y orbit)
the metabolism of a cell)

equivalent to investigating the 
mplex system can have manymplex system can have many 
with changes to the system 



2) Unsupervised Learning2) Unsupervised Learning

information processing system - a
t h t f i thto have a property of processing the
producing the output

Examples: computer, neural p p

computer - external constraints imp
of system properties such as intelligof system properties such as intellig

(unsupervised) neural network - n
biological neural systems; consists o
their interconnections;

Expectations: given sufficienExpectations: given sufficien
that occur in the brain will also occu
(possible today), self-awareness, im

a system organized in such a way 
i t f it di de input from its surroundings and 

network

posed upon its organization; lack 
gence learning etcgence, learning etc.

no external constraints; mimics 
of a collection of neurodes and 

nt complexity the same propertiesnt complexity, the same properties 
ur in the network: ability to learn 

magination (distant future, if ever)



Neural architecture in biologicNeural architecture in biological systemsal systems



d b i l lHow does brain learn spontaneousl

Early philosophical approach:

Postulation of homunculus - a little
as decision maker/tutor for learning

Canadian contribution: Donald Heb

li itl t t d th diti th- explicitly stated the conditions tha
synaptic level to reflect learn

“Wh f ll A i“When an axon of cell A is near eno
or persistently takes part in firing it
change takes place in one or both c
th ll fi i ll B i i d”the cells firing cell B is increased”

l i h b fi fly, without benefit of a tutor?

e man living inside the brain that acted 
g

bb’s approach:

t i ht ll h t that might allow a change at the  
ing and memory (1949):

h t it ll B d t dlough to excite a cell B and repeatedly 
t, some growth process or metabolic 

cells such that A’s efficacy, as one of 



H th h hi dHow are these changes achieved

1) by increasing the # of transmi) y g
2) by increasing the size of the sy
3) by forming new synapses

Conclusion:

Brain is a self-organizing system
changing(adding, removing, stre
between neuronsbetween neurons.

d?d? 

tters released at synaptic clefty p
ynaptic cleft

m that can learn by itself by 
ngthening) the interconnections 



3) Feature maps3) Feature maps

What is the result of brain’s self

- formation of  feature maps in
planar topology (that is, they exp p gy ( y

Examples:
tonotopic map sound frequen- tonotopic map - sound frequen

regions of the cortex in an orde
frequencies.
- retinotopic map - visual field i
(occipital lobe) with higher reso
fieldfield
- somatosensory map - mapping

f-organization? 

n the brain that have a linear or 
xtend in one or two dimensions))

ncies are spatially mapped intoncies are spatially mapped into 
rly progression from low to high 

is mapped in the visual cortex 
olution for the centre of the visual 

g of touch 





Why are feature maps importanWhy are feature maps importan

Sensory experience is multidim
E.g. sound is characterised by p
etc.,

The brain maps the external mu
the world (including its spatial r
di i l i t l tdimensional internal representa

That is, the brain processes the , p
preserving way

So if we are to have a hope of mSo, if we are to have a hope of m
learns, our system should be ab

nt?nt?

mensional
pitch, intensity, timbre, noise 

ultidimensional representation of 
relations) into a similar 1 or 2 -
tiation.

external signals in a topology-g p gy

mimicking the way the brainmimicking the way the brain 
ble to do the same thing.



4.) Self-Organizing Feature

a k a as Kohonen networks ca.k.a as Kohonen networks, c

- represents the embodiment 
- named after Dr. Eng. Teuvo

e Maps (SOFMs)

competitive filter associative memoriescompetitive filter associative memories

of the ideas we have discussed so far
o Kohonen



4.1) Network Architecture



Input Layer

- accepts multidimensional in

- an input pattern is represent

d ie.g. a sound may consi
intensity, etc.

h d i th i t l- each neurode in the input la
input pattern 

i t d di t ib t- an input neurode distributes
vector to the competitiv

nput pattern from the environment

ted by a vector. 

f i h i b b k d ist of pitch, timbre, background noise, 

t di i f thayer represents one dimension of the 

it i d l t f th i ts its assigned element of the input 
ve layer.



Competitive layer

- each neurode in the competitive
inputs from the input layinputs from the input lay

- every neurode in the competitiv
collection of other neurode
'neighbourhood’neighbourhood

- competitive Layer can be organ
... n dimensions

- typical implementations are 1 o
- upon receipt of a given input, so

sufficiently excited to firesufficiently excited to fire.
- this event can have either an inh

its neighborhood
- the model has been copied from

as 'on-center, off-surround'
feedback / inhibition.

e layer receives a sum of weighted 
yeryer
ve layer is associated with a 
es which make up its 

nized in 1 dimension, 2 dimensions, or 

or 2 dimensions.
ome of the neurodes will be 

hibitory, or an excitatory effect on 

m biological systems, and is known  
' architecture, also known as lateral 



Lateral feedback / inhibitionn



Output layer

- organization of the output lay

- strictly speaking, not necessa
Kohonen network

- the "output" of the network is
interconnections betwe

- if nodes are arranged along a
seen as a continuum:

yer is application-dependent

ary for proper functioning of a 

s the way we choose to view the 
een nodes in the competitive layer

a single dimension, output can be 



Example: Organization in 2Example: Organization in 2

Suppose we work for SETI. We wa
waves and determine with some rea
are of an intelligent and extra-terres

A possible input vector makeu

- radio wave frequency, ampli
receiver, number of re
so farso far

Possible classifications of inp

- background noise (e.g. cosm
- coherent, but unintelligent (e
- intelligent, terrestrial (e.g. brg , ( g
- intelligent, extra-terrestrial, 

satellite, Voyager)
- intelligent, extra-terrestrial, g , ,

2 Dimensions2 Dimensions

ant to be able to analyze incoming radio 
asonable probability, whether the waves p y
strial origin.

up…

itude, angle of incidence with the 
epetitions in the signal encountered 

puts…

mic radiation)
e.g. pulsar)
roadcast))
but man-made (e.g. artificial 

unknown origing



4.2) Network in Operation

Competition in a SOFM (The Em

each neurode in the competitive- each neurode in the competitive 
mixture of excitatory and inh
in its neighbourhood, and fro

- lateral inhibition is used to stabil
"meltdown" due to over - ex
or starvation due to poor sel

- for a given input, the neurode wh
permitted to adjust the weigh
neighbourhood, including itg , g

- this is a "winner takes all" strat

- neurodes  in this layer are com
vectors.

mergence of Order from Chaos)

layer receives a (complex)layer receives a (complex) 
hibitory signals from the neurodes 
om the input layer. 
lize the network and prevent 
xcitation in the competitive layer, 
lection of the threshold value.
hich responds most strongly will be 
hts of the neurodes which make up its 
self. 
tegy to the learning process.

mpeting to 'learn' the input 



5) Network Initialization and

InitializationInitialization

- originally was thought accep
d i hb h dand neighbourhood ass

- this may lead to the rise of d
never fire…

- if we know something about 
be useful to initialize th
distributiondistribution

- ideally, we want each neurod
neighbourhood of a wi
input from the training

d Training Techniques 

ptable to randomize input weights 
i tisociations

ead vectors: neurodes which will 

the distribution of inputs, it may 
he  neurodes to mirror this 

de to be able to 'win', or be in the 
inning neurode, for at least one 
g set



Selection of Network Size

Q: "How many neurodes do IQ: How many neurodes do I 

A: "How much error can you l

- generally speaking, more neu

- higher numbers of neurodes 
classification of the inp

- the size of the competitive la
parameters represented

- caveat: the more neurodes pr
take...

need in the competitive Layer?”need in the competitive Layer?

live with?”

urodes equals less error. 

will support finer-grained 
puts.

ayer is governed by  the number of  
d in the input vector

resent, the longer training will 



The Training Set

most important element of th- most important element of th

- we want the training set to m
inputs in the environm

- within the training set we shwithin the training set, we sh
input classes 

d dj h l- we may need to adjust the el
accommodate large set

Note: No guarantee of converg
more than one dimensi

he network planning processhe network planning process

mirror the probability distribution of 
ment

hould randomize the presentation ofhould randomize the presentation of 

i i f h l iasticity of the learning rate to 
ts

gence for neural networks with 
ion in the competitive layer



SOFM elasticity Network convergence





6) Mathematical Model6) Mathematical Model

l k- a neural network computes a
output space B

- domain of f is covered by Ky
when, for example, an
region a1, only one un

f i f f i Aa function f from input space A to 

Kohonen network in such a way y
n input vector is selected from the 
nit in the network fires



- input vector is represented b
v = (v1 … vn)

- every unit “i” in competitiveevery unit i  in competitive
with it, represented by
w = (wi1... win)

t th t t l i t t- we compute the total input t
weighted sum of the in

n

si = Σ wij vj
j = 1

- every weight vector may be 
be matched or compar

t i i t dvector; our aim is to d
weight of all units con
“i” becomes sensitive 

by scalar signals v1to vn:

e layer has a weight vector associatede layer has a weight vector associated 
y variable parameters wi1to win:

t h d b t ki thto each neurode by taking the 
nput signal:

regarded as a kind of image that shall 
red against a corresponding input 

d i d ti i hi hdevise adaptive processes in which 
nverge to such values that every unit 
to a particular region of domain



- geometrically, the weighted 
the input vector and th
v*w = v1 w1 +... + v wv w  v1 w1 ...  vn w

sum is simply a dot (scalar) product of
he weight vector:
wwn



- the dot product can also be d
(def. 1.0 ) v*w = ||v|| |
where || || is the magnwhere ||...|| is the magn
can be calculated usin

- geometrically the dot produc
equivalent to taking th
onto the weight vectoronto the weight vector
length of the weight v

( ) ( * ) / (||cos(v,w) = (v*w) / (||v
cos(v,w) = projw v / ||v

=> v*w = projw v  ||w|

defined as:
|w|| cos (v,w)
nitude of the vector whichnitude of the vector which

ng Pythagorean Theorem

ct (i.e. the weighted sum) is 
he projection of the input vector 
r and multiplying by the ther and multiplying by the the 

vector:

|| || ||) (f d f 1 0)v|| ||w||) (from def. 1.0)
v|| (from def. of cosine)

|| 



- we would like to correlate th
Why?  We need to a m
winning neurodewinning neurode

- in order to get the angle, we
lengths of two vectors

t ith it dvector with magnitude
of the other, the domin
productp
Why is this bad? Rem
(i.e. domination) in a s

the solution is to normalize t- the solution is to normalize t
two vectors into unit v
between them:

v’ = v / ||v|| w’ = w

he dot product to the angle (v,w);
mechanism of determining the 

 need to take into accounts the 
s; this is bad because if we have a 

h l th th it de much larger than the magnitude 
nating vector will dominate the dot 

member, there is no central authority 
self-organized system
the two vectors: we collapse thethe two vectors: we collapse the 
vectors, while preserving the angle 

w/ ||w||



- so now we get a nicely beha
relationship between t

v’*w’ = ||v’|| ||w’|| cos 

th ( ) t l th- the cos(v,w) gets larger as th

=> the neurode with w
angle with the input v

=> the weight vector p=> the weight vector p
direction as the input v
competition

aved pair of vectors and a 
the dot product and the angle:

(v,w) = cos(v,w)

h l t llhe angle gets smaller

weight vector making the smallest g g
ector has the largest dot product

pointing most nearly in the samepointing most nearly in the same 
vector is the winner of the 



- during training, the small we
correspond to rotation
effect of the weight cheffect of the weight ch

eight changes in the learning cycle 
ns of the weight vector and the net 
hange rule is to push w closer to v:hange rule is to push w closer to v:



- for vectors with more than tw
replaced by unit spher

- after applying a number of i
its distribution of weig
b d th i t tbased on the input pat

- the weight vectors become cg
high probability of hav
pointing to those regio
having an input vectorhaving an input vector

wo dimensions, unit circle is 
re (3D) or unit hypersphere (>3D)

input patterns, the network models 
ght vectors around the unit circle 
tt t d t ittterns presented to it

clustered in those regions with a g
ving an input vector, and fewer 
ons having a low probability of 
rr



Cl t i f i ht tClustering of weight vector ( t l ti f i t di t ib ti )rs (extrapolation of input distribution)



7) P & C f SOFM7) Pros & Cons of SOFMs

Pros:

- excellent for classification p

- can greatly reduce computa

high sensitivity to frequent- high sensitivity to frequent 

- new ways of associating rel

- no need of supervised learn

problems

ational complexity

inputsinputs

lated data

ning rules



Cons:
- system is a black box

- error rate may be unacceptablerror rate may be unacceptabl

- no guarantee of network conv
t knetworks

- many problems can't be effec

- a large training set may be req

for large classification proble- for large classification proble

- can be difficult to come up w

- associations developed by SO
by peopleby people.

lele

vergence for higher dimension 

ctively represented by a SOFM

quired

ems training can be lengthyems, training can be lengthy

with the input vector.

OFM not always easily understood 


